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Free Agents Redefine
TheWorkplace

(NAPSA)—If you are searching
for a job or looking for a career
change, you may be surprised to
discover that becoming a free agent
is a growing trend. A new study by
one of the nation’s leading staffing
firms, Kelly Services®, finds that 44
percent of employees now classify
themselves as free agents and the
shift is growing across several gen-
erational groups. A free agent is
someone who consults, performs
temporary or freelance work, or has
his or her own business.

Changes in the economy and
the aging workforce played a big
role in the increase of free agents.
However, the Kelly Services 2011
Free Agent Survey found that 73
percent of free agents voluntarily
chose that lifestyle because they
were looking for more freedom
and flexibility in their careers.
That could explain why 38 percent
of Generation X, 49 percent of
baby boomers and 66 percent of
the Silent Generation have made
the move to free agency.

How skilled is this new work-
force? The survey found that com-
pared to traditional employees,
more free agents had technical
and professional skills and over
one-third had an advanced degree.
Career partners like Kelly Ser-
vices offer a wide range of services
to help employees start, advance
and change their career paths by
helping them secure assignments
and handle much of the paperwork
associated with free agent work.

To learn more about the free
agent workforce, download the
report “Free Agents: How ‘Knowl-
edge Workers’ Are Redefining the
Workplace” at http://bit.ly/r9QccY
or the eBook “10 Things You Need
to Know About Free Agents” at
http://bit.ly/ppSTqv, or visit
www.kellyservices.us.

A large percentage of free agents
are highly skilled professionals
with advanced degrees.

(NAPSA)—The words “empty
nest” can conjure up images of sad
and lonely parents sitting at
home, waiting for their children to
call or text. However, experts say
that some parents, often referred
to as “empty nest opportunists,”
report feeling 10 years younger
after adjusting to their new lives.
One study, reported in the journal
Psychological Science (Nov. ’08),
also revealed that the empty nest
may have beneficial effects on a
marriage.

During this awakening, par-
ents may widen their circle of
friends, acquire new skills and
rekindle their love lives. But even
if they’re struggling to adjust, it’s
an opportunity to fill extra free
time with newly found activities.
One option is to ease the transi-
tion from happy family to dynamic
duo by establishing a movie date
night—right at home.

Couples can begin by “spooning
up” to view some of those movies
languishing on their must-see
lists, and they can watch instantly
in that now-quiet entertainment
room. As part of digital cable ser-
vice, the Movies On Demand
option offers a wide selection of
popular theatrical movie titles,
including recent hits such as Tyler
Perry’s “Madea’s Big Happy Fam-
ily,” the Judd Apatow–produced
“Bridesmaids” starring Kristen
Wiig and Maya Rudolph, or “Thor”

with Oscar winners Sir Anthony
Hopkins and Natalie Portman,
and “X-Men: First Class” starring
James McAvoy and Kevin Bacon.

New HD releases, as well as
hundreds of favorites and clas-
sics, are available to rent for just
a few dollars each, with a simple
push of the TV remote button.
There’s no “ruining the moment”
by driving off to rent a DVD or
waiting for it to arrive by mail.
Plus, waiting a month for the
hottest titles is a thing of the
past. Many are available on
Movies On Demand on cable the
same day as the DVDs are avail-
able for purchase.

To see what’s playing now and
what’s coming soon to On Demand,
visit www.rentmoviesondemand.
com. Visitors can even sign up to
receive e-mail alerts when a
sought-after title is available.

Movies, like time, were meant
to be shared. This is a simple way
for couples to reconnect and fill
their empty nest with great
entertainment.

Filling An Empty NestWith Entertainment(NAPSA)—According to the
Community Anti-Drug Coalitions
of America, one in five teens has
abused prescription drugs. The
Partnership for a Drug-Free
America says 70 percent of people
who abuse prescription drugs get
them from their home, their
friends or their family. Here are
some ways to protect your family.

What You Can Do
The Partnership points out that

parents have more influence over
their child than friends, music, TV,
the Internet and celebrities.

Kids who learn about the risks
of drugs and alcohol from their
parents, the organization adds,
are up to 50 percent less likely to
use than those who do not.

You can help your teen stay
safe and make healthy choices, it
says, by:

•Talking and listening
regularly.

•Being directly involved in
your child’s everyday world.

•Making it clear that you do
not want him or her drinking
or using drugs.

•Setting limits.
In addition, according to the

National Youth Anti-Drug Media
Campaign, one of the most effective
ways to curb prescription drug
abuse is to safeguard medications.

For many families, a great way
to safeguard high-risk prescrip-
tion and over-the-counter medica-
tions may be with a new and
improved line of locking medicine
cabinets, recessed security cabi-
nets and lockboxes from NuTone®

that blend in with most home
environments.

The cabinets offer an incon-
spicuous and durable keyed mech-
anism that limits access to the con-
tents inside. They feature a

contemporary frame in oil-rubbed
bronze or satin nickel finishes that
can coordinate décor with popular
bath and hardware fixtures.

To secure medications in other
parts of the home, NuTone offers
recessed security cabinets that
can help maximize storage space.
These cabinets fit easily between
standard stud distances and can
be installed in a closet or behind
a door or anywhere in the home
where one may want to store
valuables. In addition, the cabi-
net door can be camouflaged with
paint or wallpaper for enhanced
concealment.

For those in need of a smaller
option for secure storage, NuTone
offers a compact and discreet lock-
box, which can be installed within
an existing medicine cabinet,
kitchen cabinet or storage unit
with at least 14 inches of width. It
lets you secure your medications,
but still have easy access to other
items for everyday use.

Learn More
For more information, visit

www.NuTone.com or call (888)
336-3948 or (800) 558-1711.

Preventing Prescription Medicine Abuse

Locking up prescription drugs
can lock in some peace of mind.

The blue-footed booby is so called because it lands on ships and
often lets itself get caught. “Booby” comes from “bobo,” Spanish for
“stupid.”

Aphra Behn (1640-1689), the first woman in England to become a pro-
fessional writer, also worked as a spy for King Charles II of England.

The pretzel was first made by monks in southern Europe as a reward
for children who learned their prayers. It is shaped to represent the
crossed arms of a child praying.

Prairie dogs “kiss” by pressing their teeth against each other’s face.
The kiss enables each animal to tell whether the other belongs to the
same family group.

Barley was probably the first cereal harvested by people. Grains have
been found in Egypt that are believed to be 5,000 years old.

(NAPSA)—TheAmerican Society
of Clinical Oncology has a free book-
let to help patients with advanced
or late-stage cancer talk about pref-
erences for care based on their indi-
vidual circumstances, desires and
beliefs. “Advanced Cancer Care Plan-
ning” is available at www.Cancer.
net/advancedcancer.

* * *
HumanaVitality offers partici-

pants more than 600,000 rewards,
giving individuals the ability to find
rewards that will motivate them per-
sonally to take small steps that lead
to health behavior changes over time.

* * *
At St. Jude Children’s Research

Hospital, the goal of the fight against
cancer is to cure more children and
find new treatments that have fewer
side effects and a greater effectiveness.

The homeland of the first immigrant processed at Ellis Island was
Ireland. Her name was Annie Moore and she was from County Cork.
She passed through Ellis Island on January 1, 1892.
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